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All questions nxaA be atternpted but onlE marks obtai,ned on the besl four solutions wi,ll

count.
The use of an electroni,c calculator zs not permi,tted i,n thi,s eram'inati'on.

1. (a) Give the definition of a propositional language L and the set of Lformulas.

(b) Give the definition of the formation tree of an Lformula and give the unique

formation tree for the Lformula

(((p =+ q)k(q v r)) + (p v ")) 
e -(s V s)

(c) State what it means for an .L-formula to be in disjunctive normal form, and

use the truth tabie method to put (p + q) + r in disjunctive normal form.

2. (a) In the Predicate Calculus a language -L is a set of predicates with each predicate

P of. L being n-ary for some n € w. Define the variables, quantlfrers, L-U-
formulas for a set IJ , the degrees of formulas and .L-U-sentences.

(b) Let U be a nonempty set and ,S a set of unsigned L[/-sentences. Define what

it means for S to be open and to be [/-replete.

(c) State Hintikka's Lemma and use it, along with the Tableau Method, to conclude

that the sentence

(V rY sV z ((Rrs k Ry z) + Rr z)) k (V rY s (RrE + - Ra r) k (Y r1s Rr s)

is satisfiable in an infinite domain.

3. (a) Give the definition of primitive recursive function, partial recursive function

and recursive function.

(b) Give the definitions of Tirring machine, Ti:ring program and T\:ring computable

partial function.

(c) Disjoint subsets A and B of N are said to be recursively inseparable if there is no

recursiveset Csuchthat ACC andCOB:0. ShowthatA - {r, d"(r):0}
and B : {r : Q,@): 1} are disjoint recursively enumerable sets which are

recursively inseparable.

(d) ForAasinpartc),provethatK =rA,where K:{n €N: 4i,(r) converges}.
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4- (u)

(b)

c. lal

Show that the partial recursive functions are not closed under p,, thal is, there

is a partial recursive function t/ such that )r[p[r/,@,g) : 0]] is not partial
recursrve.

(c) Give an example of a partial recursive function defined on a recursively enum-

berable subset of r.,", that can not be extended to a total recursive function on

a.

In the language of arithmetic with a countably infi.nite set of variables I,a,2,. ..
consid.er the k-place partial function )rr .. .riltb@u...,ro)1. Define what it
means for this function to be arithmetically definable.

For each formula f' in the language of arithmetic let fl(.F), be the G6del number

of Jr. Let TrueSnt: {ilS : ^9 
is a true sentence in the language of arithmetic}.

Show that every arithmetically definable set A c a is reducible to TrueSnt.

Supposing that every partial recursive function is arithmetically definable, show

that the set K : {r € u : $"(r) converges} is arithmetically definabie.

Let K : {r € u : d,@) converges}. Note that $, denotes the tth partial

recursive function. Show lhat K is recursively enumerable, but not recursive.

(b)

lcl
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